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ABSTRACT

Receiving spam messages is one of the most serious issues in social media, especially in Twitter, 
which is a widely used platform to reflect the opinions and emotions of an individual publicly as well 
as focused to a specific group of members with similar thoughts or discussion topic. In such focused 
discussion groups, getting spam message through social media sites is the most annoying issue. In 
this paper, a system is developed to detect spam tweets by using four lightweight detectors, namely 
blacklist domain detector, near duplicate detector, reliable ham detector, and multiclass detector. 
The detected tweets are then classified using ensemble classifiers such as naïve Bayes, logistic 
regression, and random forest. Voting method is applied to decide the labels for the tweets obtained 
after classification process. The proposed system has achieved an accuracy of 79% to detect spam 
tweets with the help of naïve Bayes classifier method and the value seems to be optimizing further 
with the availability of more sample data.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Nowadays social media has become the most unavoidable and the most popular means for 
communication amongst the individuals. For most of the youngsters, the days won’t count without 
using social media such as Twitter, which was established in 2006 and became an exceptionally 
good social website amongst the most well-known microblogging administration web applications. 
Twitter is the most popular micro-blogging site with approximately 200 million users. Twitter has 
witnessed different kinds of spam attacks. Detecting a spam is the first and very crucial step in the 
battle of fight against spam (Chu, Widjaja, & Wang, 2012).

Conventional spam detection methods on Twitter mainly check individual tweets or twitter 
accounts for the existence of spam. The tweet-level detection monitors individual tweets to check 
whether they contain spam text content or Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). By 6th June2018, 
around 8.3 million tweets are generated per hour (Lin, Sun, Nepal, Zhang, Xiang &Hassan, 2017)
demand near real-time delivery. So, the tweet-level detection would consume too much computing 
resources and can hardly meet stringent time requirements. The account-level detection works by 
checking individual accounts for the evidence of posting spam tweets or aggressive automation 
behavior. Accounts violating the twitter rules of spam and abuse (Meda, Bisio, Gastaldo, Zunino, 
2014) will get suspended by the administrators. However, suspending spam accounts is an endless 
cat and mouse game, as it is easy for spammers to create new accounts as a replacement for the 
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suspended ones. The twitter detection should shift from the perspective of individual detection to 
collective detection and focus on detecting spam campaigns.

A spam campaign is defined as a collection of multiple accounts controlled and manipulated by 
a spammer to spread spam on twitter for a specific purpose (e.g., advertising a spam site or selling 
counterfeit goods). Detecting such spam campaigns and prohibiting them can bring two additional 
benefits. First, improvement in Efficiency by clustering related spam accounts into a campaign and 
generating a signature for the spammer behind the campaign. With the help of this process, the system 
can detect multiple existing spam accounts at a given time and also capture future ones, if the spammer 
maintains the same spamming strategies. Second, Robustness - There are some spamming methods 
which cannot be detected at an individual level, similar to the behavior of posting duplicate content 
over multiple accounts, which Twitter do not consider as spamming. By grouping related accounts, 
the system can be able to detect such a collective spamming behavior and precautionary measures 
can be taken to restrict such messages. Another way of achieving this phenomenon is by clustering 
tweets with the same final URL into a campaign using the Twitter dataset and then partitioning the 
dataset into numerous campaigns based on URLs. Then perform a detailed analysis over the campaign 
data and generate a set of useful features to classify a campaign into two classes: spam or legitimate.

Internet spam is one or more unsolicited messages sent or posted as a part of larger collection of 
messages, all having substantially identical content (Giyanani& Desai, 2013). Most spam messages 
take the form of advertising or promotional materials like debt reduction plans, getting rich quick 
schemes, gambling opportunities, pornography, online dating, health-related products etc. The major 
technical disadvantages of spam messages are wastage of network resources (bandwidth), wastage 
of time, damage to the PC and laptops that may be caused due to viruses. Spammers generally have 
designed personalized templates to deliver their messages using bulk mailing software. It is widely 
assumed that most of the spam messages are sent directly from a collection of bots.

On an organizational front, spam effects are likely to be considered as annoyance to individual 
users, less reliable e-mails, loss of work productivity, misuse of network bandwidth, wastage of 
file server storage space and computational power. It can also include spreading of viruses, worms, 
Trojan horses and financial losses through phishing, Denial of Service (DoS), directory harvesting 
attacks. According to the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) (Bhowmick& Hazarika, 2013) the 
term ‘spam’ is - an unsolicited, unwanted information that was sent indiscriminately. Spams are 
unsolicited, unratified and usually mass broadcasted to act as a carrier of unsolicited advertisements, 
fraud schemes, phishing messages, explicit content, promotions of cause, etc.

Spamming becomes an attractive phenomenon for spammers due to below five main reasons 
(Iqbal, Abid, Ahmed &Khurshid, 2016) which includes financial benefits to be earn from search 
engines, it sabotages the trust of end user in a search engines, spam websites serve as means of 
disseminating malware and adult content dissemination and also being used for fishing attacks, search 
engine may spend large amount of computational and storage resources on spam pages, declining 
employee productivity is the overwhelming by-product of spam.

It is very unfortunate that the spam keeps growing each year with a fast pace. According to 
different studies (chu, Widjaja, Wang 2012 & Iqbal, Abid, Ahmed,Khurshid, 2016 &Giyanani, Desai, 
2013 &Bhowmick, Hazarika, 2016) the volume of spam worldwide has been increasing in all internet 
traffic, and is continuously increasing with each passing year. There are different techniques are 
being implemented by spam detection algorithms to eliminate spam and every detector is achieving 
different performance levels. The classification task to distinguish spam and ham is complex and 
constantly changing. Due to this nature of the problem; unfortunately, till date no exact solution has 
been explored by researchers to eliminate spam traffic. However, majority of spam detectors have two 
main attributes in common that determine their overall efficiency which is number of spam messages 
detected and number of ham (legitimate) messages falsely reported as spam.

Online social networks (OSNs) are the extremely popular collaboration and communication tools 
that have attracted millions of Internet users( Gao, Chen, Palsetia&Choudhary, 2012). Unfortunately, 
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recent evidence shows that they can also be effective mechanisms for spreading attacks. Popular OSNs 
are increasingly becoming the target of phishing attacks launched from large botnets (Sangeetha M, 
nithyanantham S&Jayanthi M,2018&Hirve S, &Kamble, 2016). Two recent studies have confirmed 
the existence of large-scale spam campaigns in Twitter and Facebook, respectively. Furthermore, 
the click through rate of OSN spam will be in the orders of magnitude higher than its counterpart 
(Subramaniam, T, Jalab, H. A, &Taqa, A. Y, (2012), indicating that users are more prone to trust 
spam messages from their friends in OSNs.

2. BACKGRoUND

(Sangeetha M, Nithyanantham S &Jayanthi M, 2018) used different machine learning algorithms in 
the system they developed, which accurately detected the spam tweets and provided better results in 
TPR/FPR, Accuracy and F-measure. The different machine learning algorithms used by them are 
random forest and c5.0 which is a decision tree algorithm and they showed that their system is more 
stable than other algorithms.

(Goyal S, Chauhan R. K, &Parveen S, 2016)developed the spam detection mechanism based 
on Decision tree and KNN algorithm. In the proposed mechanism, they applied those algorithms 
on real datasets of twitter to detect spam messages. The performance metrics like TP Rate, FP Rate, 
Precision, Recall, F-Measure and Class are used to measure the execution of proposed mechanism.

(Hirve&Kamble, 2016) used KL algorithms to develop a system for detecting a stream of spam 
tweets. In order to perform this evaluation, they collected a large amount of 600 million public tweets. 
They have extracted 12 lightweight features which can differentiate between that of a spam and non-
spam tweets from the labeled datasets. They have averaged features to machine-learning based spam 
classification. They sampled four different datasets to simulate various scenarios to investigate the 
ability of spam detection of different classifiers. They also recognized that Features discretization 
was an important preprocess to ML- based spam detection. Secondly, increasing training data only 
cannot bring more benefits to detect Twitter spam after a certain number of training samples. The 
classifiers can detect more spam tweets when the tweets were sampled continuously rather than 
randomly selected tweets. They came to the conclusion that the performance decreases due to the 
fact that the distribution of features changes of later days datasets, whereas the distribution of training 
datasets stays the same. This problem will exist in streaming spam tweets detection, as the new tweets 
are coming in the forms of streams, but the training dataset is not updated.

(SurendraSedhai&Aixin, 2017) propose a semi-supervised spam detection framework, named 
S3D. S3D utilizes four lightweight detectors to detect spam tweets on real-time basis and update the 
models periodically in batch mode. The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of semi-
supervised approach in that spam detection framework experiment found that confidently labeled 
clusters and tweets make the system effective in capturing new spamming patterns. Tweet-level 
spam detection is a fine grained approach which can be used to detect spam tweets in real time. For 
a given tweet only limited information can be obtained. In contrast, more discriminative features can 
be derived from user account, historical tweets of the users, and social graph. However, by the time 
a malicious user is detected, the user might affect many other users. They believe that tweet-level 
spam detection complements user-level spam detection.

(M.Mccord&M.chuah, 2011) suggested some user-based and content-based features that can 
be used to distinguish between spammers and legitimate users on Twitter. These suggested features 
are influenced by Twitter spam policies and their observations of spammers behaviors. So they use 
these features to help identify spammers. They evaluate the usefulness of these features in spammer 
detection using traditional classifiers like Random Forest, Naïve Bayesian, Support Vector Machine, 
KNN neighbor schemes using the Twitter dataset they have collected. Hence results show that the 
Random Forest classifier gives the best performance. Using that classifier, suggested features have 
achieved 95.7% precision and 95.7% F-measure. Based on dataset, features provide slightly better 
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classification results when compared to those suggested. They evaluated detection scheme using 
larger Twitter datasets along with wall-post datasets from other online networking sites like Facebook.

(Eshraqi, N, Jalali, M, &Moattar M. H,2015) suggested an approach which can identify 89% 
of available spam tweets. Although this approach can’t identify 11% of spam tweets, but because 
of high maximum precision and having zero of FPR, they result all determined tweets as spam are 
certainly spam and any normal tweet is considered as spam wrongly. High accuracy of this approach 
shows tweets are identified with good quality. According to homogeneity and Purity values, they 
result each cluster contains data from the same class without impurities into clusters and tweets are 
placed into related clusters. Also by paying attention to amount of homogeneity and purity they 
can conclude that each cluster contains data from the same class and impurity is not seen in these 
clusters. Low SSQ suggests data item’s distance from cluster centers is slightly low, each cluster data 
are centralized around the core and dispersion is low. So they conclude the cluster process has been 
done with high quality.

(B.L. Velammal, 2019) implemented knowledge based Twitter Sentiment Analysis Classifier. 
It can generate tweets for a given topic, classify them according to positive, negative and neutral 
sentiments and provide the results graphically on a webpage. Since this model has been developed 
using pure machine learning techniques, it classifies tweets based on the frequency of the words and 
not its semantics. Natural Language Processing can be incorporated into the model to better detect 
sentiment and sarcasm. The tweets have been classified into positive, negative and neutral and the 
polarity has been calculated but the actual emotional category such as elation, joy, happiness, dull, 
sad, depressed etc. have not been identified. Larger knowledge datasets have been used to train the 
system to provide better accuracy. So they have trained the system using two datasets of approximately 
15,000 tweets each. The accuracy of the system has shown improvement in relation to training data set.

(Awad W. A. &ELseuofi, 2011) reviewed some of the most popular machine learning methods 
and of their applicability to the problem of spam e-mail classification. Descriptions of the algorithms 
are presented and the comparison of their performance on the Spam Assassin spam corpus revealed 
very promising results especially in the algorithms that is not popular in the commercial e-mail 
filtering packages. Spam recall percentage in the six methods has less value among the precision 
and the accuracy values, while in term of accuracy they show that the Naïve Bayes and rough sets 
methods have a very satisfying performance among the other methods. Finally hybrid systems look 
to be the most efficient way to generate a successful anti-spam filter nowadays.

(Lin, G, Sun, N, Nepal, Zhang J, Xiang Y & Hassan H, 2017) used the Naïve Bayesian Classifier 
and extracting the word using word-count algorithm. After calculation they find that Naïve Bayesian 
classifier has more accurate the support vector machine. The error rate is very low when they are 
using the Naïve Bayesian Classifier. So they can say that Naïve Bayesian Classifier produce better 
result than Support Vector Machine.

(Subramaniam, Jalab&Taqa, 2012) explores the use of Naïve Bayesian technique to combat spam 
problem for Malay language. An experiment was conducted by them using Naïve Bayesian technique 
in filtering Malay language spam shows promising results. Further refinement on the stemming and 
feature selection process needed to improve accuracy rate. In order to avoid over-fitting and biasness 
training corpus need to be increased. However, the proposed solution was considered only for Malay 
language and not any other language as well as standard dataset.

(Meda, Bisio, Gastaldo& Zunino, 2014) points out the application of three machine learning 
algorithms, studying the different performance of these techniques, in order to identify the best 
algorithm and the best parameters that combine both satisfactory detection results and considerable 
performance capabilities. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of Random Forest algorithm 
compared to the Support Vector Machine and the Extreme Learning Machines: the Random Forest 
performances increase with the decreasing number of features opposed to the other two techniques. This 
behavior underlines the advantage to choose few features on behalf of detection and computational cost.
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3. eXPeRIMeNTAL SeTUP

In this paper, spam tweets are detected using various classifiers namely Naïve Bayes, logistic 
regression, and random forest. The whole experiment comprised of two parts. First, preprocess 
the tweets according to the detectors. Secondly, apply the tweets to the respective detectors for 
classification between two classes. The two classes are spam and ham, which are the main focus of our 
work. Here four detectors including three lightweight detectors and three classifiers are implemented. 
Thus the system can produce the desirable level of accuracy in the classification of tweets.

4. SySTeM ARCHITeCTURe

The architecture of the proposed system has been explained clearly in Figure 1 and the detailed 
functions of the modules present in the system have been explained below.

5. DATA PRePRoCeSSING

Pre-processing is considered as an important step in text mining. There are three steps in Pre-processing 
task for tweet classification, which are tokenization, stop word removal and stemming. First step is 
tokenization process, in which all symbols, punctuations and numbers will be removed. The remaining 
strings will be split up into tokens. Second step is stop word removal. Many of the frequently used 
words in English are useless in Information Retrieval (IR) and text mining process. These words are 
called ‘Stop words’, which are language-specific functional words and frequent words that carry no 
information (i.e., pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions). In this step, the common words, which are 
the most frequent words that exist in a document are removed. In English language, there are about 
400-500 Stop words and this list is based on word frequency. This process will identify which words 
those match with the stop word lists by comparing both of them. Removing these words will save 
spaces for storing document contents and reduce time taken during the searching process. Third step 
is Stemming, which means finding the origin of the words and removing prefixes and postfixes. By 
using Stemming, forms of a word like adjectives, nouns and verbs are converted to homological like 
word. For instance, both ‘capturing’ and ‘captured’ are converted to a same word – ‘capture’.

5.1 Blacklist Domain Detector
Spam blacklist is a list of domain names that supposedly are source of spam. If your domain name 
in the spam list, tweets that received will be rejected or marked as spam. The blacklist domains are 
listed from the tweets contained in the dataset. The content pollutant list contains spam tweets. The 
URL from those tweets is taken and added to blacklist domain list in order to train the model. If the 
test tweets are received by the model it will tested against the training data. Thus based on the spam 
blacklist URL the tweets are classified as spam accordingly. In general, microblog such as twitter has 
the domain url as short which is shortened url (eg: bit.ly) and it will extend to some domains such 
as facebook, youtube, etc., such shortened url are taken as spam blacklist which is obtained content 
pollutant tweets.

5.2 Near Duplicate Detector
The Near Duplicate Detector aims at finding the hash value of Tweets using methods like N-Gram 
modeling and cluster similar tweets, thereby a set of spam tweets can be clustered together and can 
be segregated separately from desirable ham tweets.

N gram modeling: An N-gram is an N-character slice of a longer string. Although ideally the term 
implies that notion of any co-occurring set of characters in a string can be included, but in this paper 
shall refer the term for contiguous but overlapping slices only. N-grams of several different lengths 
simultaneously are used in the processing while detecting spam tweets. Even blanks are appended to 
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the beginning and ending of the string to support pattern matching efficiently. Let us replace blank 
spaces by the underscore character (“_”) for the n grams of the word “STAY”. Bi-grams: _S, ST, 
TA, SY, Y_ Tri-grams: _ _S, _ST, STA, TAY, AY_, Y_, Quad-grams: _ _ _ S, _ _ ST, _STA, STAY, 
TAY_, AY_ _, Y_ _ _. This approach is extremely beneficial as it allows the use of the same word or 
phrase in different context when their meanings vary substantially. Thus the tweets are converted as 
unigram, bigram, trigram of words; followed by application of Min hash algorithm to the n-gram of 
the tweets, which is a technique for approximating the Jaccard similarity between two different sets.

MinHash makes use of “random hash functions”. A random hash function takes, e.g., a 32-bit 
integer and maps it to a different integer, with no collisions. Put another way, if you took the numbers 
0 – (2^32 – 1) and applied this hash function to all of them, you’d get back a list of the same numbers 
in random order.

The hash functions have the following form:

Figure 1. System Architecture
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h(x) = (ax+b) % c 

The coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ are randomly chosen integers less than the maximum value of ‘x’. ‘c’ 
is a prime number slightly bigger than the maximum value of ‘x’. The hash value will generate for all 
n-gram of words. Then the threshold value will compute based on the training set. By comparing the 
threshold group the hash values which are nearly close to each other. If two or more tweets have the 
same signature means the hash values, then the tweets are considered near-duplicates. If a cluster of 
near-duplicate tweets hashed to the same signature have been labeled as spam or ham tweets, then 
the new tweet having the same signature receives the same label.

6. ReLIABLe HAM DeTeCToR

Probability is based on the observations of certain events and it is the ratio of number of observations 
of the event to the total numbers of observations. An experiment is a situation involving chance 
or probability that leads to results called outcomes. An outcome is the result of a single trial of 
an experiment. The probability of an event is the measure of the chance that the event will occur 
as a result of an experiment. Probability of an event A is symbolized by P(A). Probability of an 
event A is lies between 0 ≤ P(A) ≤ 1. Probability of an Event = Number of Favorable Outcomes 
/ Total Number of Possible Outcomes. Probability of words in each tweets will calculated. If the 
word is in spam or ham tweets that probability will propagated. Ham means which cannot be spam 
anymore. Hence there is no chance for a ham tweets to be a spam. Tweets will considered ham if 
the users did not post any more than 5 spam tweets. Similar to this criterion, many such need to be 
evolved over period of time to detect the ham accurately. By constantly updating the spam tweet 
patterns, the probability of detecting ham will increase.

7. MULTICLASS DeTeCToR

7.1 Naivebayes
Navïe Bayes filtering technique is a widely used machine learning method. Bayesian filtering is 
based on the principle that most events are dependent and that the probability of an event occurring 
in the future can be guessed from the previous occurrences of that event. In Bayesian net (Bayesian 
filtering), it assigns a score to different tendencies used by spammers. For example, a message with 
a high percentage of misspelled words sent from a Russian IP address that mentions Viagra (or 
spelling variations) has more tendencies used by spammers than a message regarding your annual 
sales forecast. Seeing that the first message fits a specific pattern, that message would be blocked if 
the score meets the threshold set by the administrator If the word “cheap” occurs in 500 out of 3,500 
messages and in 5 out of 300 legitimate messages, for example, then its spam probability would be 
0.8955 (that is, [500/3500] divided by [5/300 + 500/35000]).

Pr(spam/words) =Pr(word/spam) /(Pr(words/ham) +Pr (words⃓ spam)) 

The updating frequency mechanism of database file for Bayesian filter makes it secure to end 
users. This spam data file must hold large sample size of known spam and must be constantly updated 
with the latest spam by the anti-spam software. This will assure that the Bayesian filter is aware of the 
most recent spam tricks, and ultimately resulting in a high spam detection rate. General Algorithm 
by using statistical content to filter spam traffic contains the following steps: Following are some 
important reasons to choose Bayesian Filters to detect spam traffic:

Bayesian filtering apply intelligent approach to filter data because it examines all aspects of a 
message, as opposed to keyword checking that classifies a mail as spam on the basis of a single word. 
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A Bayesian filter is constantly self-adapting - By learning from new spam and new valid outbound 
mails, the Bayesian filter evolves and adapts to new spam techniques. The Bayesian method is 
multi-lingual and international. Combination of training and classification or testing is described in 
the following algorithm. Create spam and ham sets by collecting many tweets, retrieving individual 
tokens strings as feature words and calculating the appearance time of the token to build the feature 
set f = {w1, w2, …, wn }, Generate hash tables for both ham and spam for the mapping relation of a 
feature word tokens, And Compute the class-conditional probability P(w t |c i ) for feature word w t
Algorithm: Pseudocode for calculating conditional probability 
For each word in t do 
     Find ngram set 
          Calculate appearance of tokens as f 
               Generate hash tables for f 
     Compute p(w|c) 
End for 
Classification Phase of the Bayesian method hold the following 
probability calculation: 
Step 1: Retrieve feature words from new tweets. 
Step 2: Calculate the probability P(c(ham)|d) of legitimate 
message and P(c(spam)|d) of spam when it satisfies the extracted 
feature words d. 
Step 3: Classify the incoming tweets based on the results. 
When the value of P(cspam |d) is greater than P(cham|d) or the 
threshold value λ, this e-mail is tagged as spam. 
 
Algorithm : Naïve bayes 
 
For f in t do 
 Calculate p(c(ham)|d) and p(c(spam)|d)  
 If p(c(spam)|d) > p(c(ham)|d) 
The tweet is spam 
Else 
The tweet is ham 
End for

7.2 Random Forest
Random forests are a combination of tree predictors so that all trees depend on the values of a random 
vector sampled autonomously and with the similar distribution for all trees in the forest. The random 
forests algorithm for prediction or classification task can be explained as follows:

1.  Using original samples data draw n tree bootstrap
2.  For every of the bootstrap samples, produce an unpruned classification tree, by following 

modification: at each node, instead of choosing the best split among all predictors, arbitrarily 
sample m try of the predictors and select the best split among those variables.

3.  Predict new data by aggregating the predictions of the n-tree trees using majority votes for 
classification.

An estimation of the error rate can be found, based on the training data, by the following steps:
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1.  At every bootstrap iteration, predict the data not in the bootstrap sample (what Breiman calls 
“out-of bag”, or OOB, data) by considering the tree developed with the bootstrap sample.

2.  Cumulate the OOB predictions. (On the average, every data point would be out-of-bag around 
36% of the times, so cumulate these predictions.) Calculate the error rate, and call it the OOB 
estimate of error rate

The Random forest is a meta-learner which consists of many individual trees. Each tree votes 
on an overall classification for the given set of data and the random forest algorithm chooses the 
individual classification with the most votes. Each decision tree is built from a random subset of 
the training dataset, using what is called replacement, in performing this sampling. That is, some 
entities will be included more than once in the sample, and others won’t appear at all. In building 
each decision tree, a model based on a different random subset of the training dataset and a random 
subset of the available variables is used to choose how best to partition the dataset at each node. Each 
decision tree is built to its maximum size, with no pruning performed. Together, the resulting decision 
tree models of the Random forest represent the final ensemble model where each decision tree votes 
for the result and the majority wins. Each tree is constructed using the following algorithm: Let the 
number of training cases be N, and the number of variables in the classifier be M. The number of 
m input variables to be used to determine the decision at a node of the tree; m should be much less 
than M. Choose training set for this tree by choosing N times with replacement from all N available 
training cases (i.e. take a bootstrap sample). Use the rest of the cases to estimate the error of the tree, 
by predicting their classes. For each node of the tree, randomly choose m variables on which to base 
the decision at that node. Calculate the best split based on these m variables in the training set. Each 
tree is fully grown and not pruned (as may be done in constructing a normal tree classifier).
Algorithm : random forest 
Initialize N, m and M 
If(m<M) 
For i=0;i<=n 
Choose Y train[i] 
     For each node in T 
          Choose root(best split) 
          Grow tree 
     End for 
End for

7.3 Logistic Regression
An explanation of logistic regression begins with an explanation of the logistic function (also called 
the sigmoid function):

f(z) =1/1 +e−z. 

The logistic function is useful because it can take as an input, any value from negative infinity to 
positive infinity, whereas the output is confined to values between 0 where The variable represents 
the exposure to some set of risk factors, while f(z) represents the probability of a particular outcome, 
given that set of risk factors. The variable z is a measure of the total contribution of all the risk factors 
used in the model. The variable z is usually defined as:

z=∑wi xi, 

where x1..xn are the features and w1..wn are the regression coefficients (weights).
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The Logistic Regression algorithm is as given below:

1.  Initialize weight vector to zero
2.  Train the features by minimizing the logistic loss

while (||gradient||1> precision) do
calculate the new prediction y
vector using:

Y=1/1 +e−W.X 

3.  Calculate the gradient vector using gradient and calculate the logistic loss on the test.

Algorithm Logistic regression: 
Wt=0 
While(||gradient||1>precision) 
Do 
Calculate the new prediction y vector 
Calculate gradient vector and logistic loss 
End while

Logistic Regression is another way to determine a class label, depending on the features. Logistic 
regression takes features that can be continuous (for example, the count of words in a tweet) and 
translate them to discrete values (spam or not spam). A logistic regression classifier works in the 
following way:

1.Fit a linear model to the feature space determined by the training data. This requires finding the 
best parameters to fit the training data

2.Using the parameters found in step 1, determine the z value for a testing point.
3.  Map this z value of the testing point to the range 0 to 1 using the logistic function. This value 

is one way of determining the probability that these features are associated with a spam.

An example of a linear model has been provided in Figure 2 and the feature space has been depicted 
for better understanding. Image credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Linear_regression.svg

The logistic function has been provided in Figure 3. Logistic Curve. Image credit: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Logistic-curve.svg

P(spam|z)= 1/(1+e-z) 
P(Ham|z) = 1-p(Spam|z) = e-z/(1+e-z) 

8. eXPeRIMeNTS AND ReSULTS

To evaluate the proposed system the social dataset Honeypot (http://infolab.tamu.edu/data/) is used, 
which is freely available in the internet. The dataset contains legitimate tweets and content pollutant 
tweets. The dataset contains 22,223 content polluters, 2 million tweets, and 19,276 legitimate users, 
and 3 million tweets. The dataset size is 715 megabytes. It has been used separately for testing and 
training. Among 100 percent of these tweets 20 percent tweets used for training and 80 percent 
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for testing. The evaluation metrics considered to evaluate the performance of the application are 
Precision, Recall and F1 Score. These metrics help to perform comparative performance analysis of 
various detectors and classifiers used in the proposed system. The details of metrics obtained from 
the proposed system have been detailed in Table 1. Key description of evaluation metrics.

True Positives (TP): These are the correctly predicted positive values, which means that the value 
of actual class is yes and the value of predicted class is also yes.

True Negatives (TN): These are the correctly predicted negative values which means that the value 
of actual class is no and value of predicted class is also no. False positives and false negatives, 
these values occur when your actual class contradicts with the predicted class.

Figure 2. Linear Regression

Figure 3. Logistic Curve
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False Positives (FP): When actual class is no and predicted class is yes.
False Negatives (FN): When actual class is yes but predicted class in no.
Accuracy: Accuracy is the most intuitive performance measure and it is simply a ratio of correctly 

predicted observation to the total observations. If there is high accuracy then the model is 
considered to be the best and provide better expected result. This measure can be used only when 
there is symmetric datasets where values of false positive and false negatives are almost same. 
The proposed model has been evaluated with various classification methods like Naïve Bayes, 
Logistic regression, Random forest and achieved the highest accuracy of 79% using Naïve Bayes 
method for the dataset under consideration.

Accuracy = TP+TN/TP+FP+FN+TN 

Precision: Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted 
positive observations. High precision relates to the low false positive rate. Here this spam detection 
system has got nearly 0.95 precision which is pretty good.

Precision measures the percentage of tweets flagged as spam that were correctly classified

Precision = TP/TP+FP 

Recall: Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all positive observations in 
actual class. The proposed system has got a recall of 0.901 which is good for this model.

Recall measures the percentage of actual spam tweets that were correctly classified.

Recall = TP/TP+FN 

F1 score: F1 Score is the weighted average score of Precision and Recall. Therefore, this score takes 
both false positives and false negatives into account. F1 is usually more useful than accuracy, 
especially if you have an uneven class distribution. Accuracy works best if false positives and false 
negatives have similar cost. If the cost of false positives and false negatives are very different, 
it’s better to look at both Precision and Recall. In our case, F1 score is 0.701.

F1 Score = 2*(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision) 

8.1 Accuracy Graph For The Classifiers
Naïve Bayes gives better accuracy than Random forest and Logistic regression. But Logistic regression 
is more or less equal to Naïve Bayes. Random forest has some less value comparatively. The results 
have been depicted in Figure 4. Accuracy Result and the values are detailed in Table 3. Evaluation 
result of classifiers. Table 2 depicted that the result of four detector. In that table which is shown that the

60percent of tweets among 100 percent are classified by the multiclass detector, 10 percent 
tweets which having domains are classified by blacklist domain detector, 10 percent tweets classified 
the reliable ham detector which is capable to produce the tweets which is not possibly to be a spam 
tweets. Near duplicate detector groups the possible correlated tweets as both nearly spam and ham 
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tweets. Thus the light weight detectors classify the tweets lightly which is used to reduce the fully 
dependence of multiclass detector.

Figure 4 depicted the accuracy values for all four classifiers. Among these four classifiers naïve 
bayes produce the best result among four.

Here detectors utilize classification techniques at two levels, tweet level and cluster level. Two 
light weight detectors works based on tweet level characteristics. Here, a cluster is a group of tweets 
with similar characteristics. With this flexible design of the system, any features that maybe effective 
in spam detection can be easily incorporated into the detection framework. The framework starts 
with a small set of labeled samples.

Thus lightweight detectors making the framework more robust in identifying spam tweets. Tweets 
that are labeled by the first three detectors (i.e., blacklisted domain, near-duplicate, and reliable ham 
tweet) are considered as confidently labeled tweets. For the classifier based detector, we use three 
classifiers each is based on a different classification technique. Tweets that are labeled as spam 
by all the three classifiers are considered as confidently labeled spam tweets. The words cannot 
contain domain names could not detected by blacklist domain detector. The near-duplicate detector 
computes a signature for each tweet to check if the tweet is a near duplicate of a labeled cluster. If 
the signature of a tweet does not match any pre labeled cluster, then the tweet is passed to the next 
level detectors. Similarly, tweets that do not contain any spam words are labeled as ham by reliable 
ham detector. After all the tweets that do not match prelabeled clusters but having the same signature 
are obtained, then they are grouped into a new cluster. Specifically, if there are more spam tweets in 
a cluster than ham tweets, then the cluster is labeled as a spam cluster. However, the majority voting 
approach solely relies on the predicting power of the detectors Tweets that are not labeled in any of 

Table 1. Key description of evaluation metrics

Evaluation Metric Details of the Metric

TP (True Positive) Tweets that are correctly predicted as spam

TN (True Negative) Non spam Tweets that are correctly predicted as Legitimate ham tweets

FP (False Positive) Non spam tweets that are misclassified as spam

FN (False Negative) Spam tweets that are misclassified as Legitimate ham tweets

Table 2. Classification results of Tweets

No Detector Count Classification of tweets

1. Blacklist Domain Detector 0.10 0.10

2. Near Duplicate Detector 0.20 0.189

3. Reliable ham Detector 0.10 0.079

4. Multiclass Detector 0.60 0.51

Table 3. Evaluation result of classifiers

Classifiers Accuracy

Naïve Bayes 0.79

Logistic regression 0.78

Random Forest 0.75
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the previous steps are processed and labeled in this step. Here, we develop a spam detector by using 
three efficient classifiers, namely, Naïve Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR), and random forest 
(RF). The three classifiers use different classification techniques, i.e., generative, discriminative, and 
decision tree-based classification models. Based on the respective technique the classifiers predict 
the label. By following the majority voting method at least two detectors label is set as final label 
with the best accuracy. Even the classifiers do their best the most important thing in this work is 
deploying three light weight detectors.

The tweets are classified as spam and tweets by the detectors as in the screenshots:
Figure 5 represents spam and ham tweets based on the domains which are all blacklisted.
The hash values generated for the tweets it is represented by Figure 6.
Figure 7 represents the threshold calculation to compare the MinHash values.
The ham tweets which are all nearly close to each other is represented by Figure 8.
Figure 9 represents probability values calculated for the words the in the dataset.
The reliable ham tweets which cannot be a spam anymore is represented by Figure 9
The tweets labelled by the naïve bayes classifier which has the highest accuracy is shown in the 

Figure 11
Figure 12 represents the tweets labeled by the logistic regression classifier.
The tweets labeled by the Random Forest classifier is demonstrated by the Figure 13 .
The tweets are labeled by the voting method which takes the maximum values which are classified 

by the classifier is shown in the Figure 14.

9. CoNCLUSIoN

In the recent technology world, Twitter is one of the important social media Application, which is 
used to unite people across regions and provide a common platform to share their personal opinions, 
thoughts, feelings and much more for a common as well as greater cause. In such a significant medium 
of communication, it is important that spam mails or comments do not obstruct the users and make 

Figure 4. Accuracy Result
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them deviate from the greater cause, as this reduces the primary intention of the application and reduces 
the efficiency of the infrastructure. In this paper, the spam and ham tweets are labeled using four 
detectors and the classifiers namely - Naïve Bayes, random forest and Logistic regression. The light 
weight detectors used here does a weightless detection and the classifiers detect the tweets effectively. 
As the analysis and results section has revealed, looking at all the parameters collectively, it is found 
that Naïve Bayes is the best classifier of this kind of operation and gives more accuracy than other 
two classifiers. F-measure, which represents the accuracy, is the highest for Naïve Bayes and it also 
has the highest precision score. It will help in classifying the spam and ham tweets respectively. On 
the other hand, it is also seen that ensemble of classifiers technique helps in learning capability of 
the classifiers. The time taken to build the model for the best classifier found for this study, which is 
Naïve Bayes, is also less. However, as already established classifiers used, the light weight detectors 
did their part. Hence the results are more effective and easy to train the classifiers as well.

Figure 5. Blacklist Domain Detector

Figure 6. Generated Hash Values
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Figure 7. Threshold Calculation

Figure 8. Near Duplicate Domain Detector
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Figure 9. Probability for words in Ham and Spam Tweets
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Figure 10.Reliable Ham Tweets

Figure 11 Tweets Classified by Naïve Bayes
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Figure 12 Tweets classified by Random Forest

Figure 13.Tweets classified by Logistic regression
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Figure 14. Voting method
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